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Allocating assets to cash-generating units
The accounting requirements regarding impairment of tangible and 
intangible assets are governed by MFRS 136 ‘Impairment of Assets’. The 
requirements are not new, however remain challenging as the guidance 
is detailed and complex in some areas.

Our ‘Insights into MFRS 136’ publication have been written to assist 
preparers of financial statements and those charged with the 
governance of reporting entities understand the requirements set out 
in MFRS 136, and revisit some areas where confusion has been seen in 
practice.

In this article, we will discuss how to allocate assets to cash-generating units (CGUs), which follows an article on how to identify 
CGUs and then finally we will discuss how to allocate goodwill to CGUs.

Identifying CGUs is a critical step in the impairment review and can have a significant impact on its results. That said, the 
identification of CGUs requires judgement. The identified CGUs may also change due to changes in an entity’s operations and 
the way it conducts them.

After the entity identifies its CGUs it must determine which assets belong to which CGUs, or groups of CGUs. The basis of 
allocation differs for:
• operational assets
• corporate assets, and
• goodwill.

The below diagram summarises the different allocation bases for assets:

Operational assets – Is 
it possible to estimate 
recoverable amount of 

an individual asset?

If Yes Corporate assets – is there 
a reasonable and consistent 

basis to allocate?
ASSET

CGU

Group of CGUs or operating 
segment (MFRS 8)

Entity-wide

If yes – allocate at lowest 
level that is reasonable and 

consistent

If no – allocate on 
an entity-wide basis

If No

Operational assets
Recoverable amount is determined (if required) at the level 
of individual assets when possible.Where it is not possible to 
estimate the recoverable amount of the individual operational 
asset it is allocated to the CGU to which it belongs.

Assets that contribute to the cash flows of a CGU also need 
to be allocated to that CGU even if it is possible to determine 
recoverable amount individually (because, for example, an 
asset’s value in use (VIU) can be estimated as similar to its fair 
value less costs of disposal (FVLCOD)). This is to ensure a like-
for-like comparison when the CGU is tested and its recoverable 
amount is compared to its carrying value.

The discussion in ‘Insights into MFRS 136 – Identifying cash-
generating units’ provides guidance on identifying the CGU to 
which an asset belongs.

Distinctive characteristics of corporate assets are that they 
do not generate cash inflows independently of other assets 
or groups of assets and their carrying amount cannot be fully 
attributed to the CGU under review.

If there is an indication of impairment for the corporate 
asset itself, recoverable amount cannot be determined at 
the individual asset level, unless management has decided 
to dispose of it (because corporate assets do not generate 
separate cash inflows).

Defining corporate assets
Corporate assets are assets other than goodwill that 
contribute to the future cash flows of both the CGU under 
review and other CGUs.

Corporate assets
In some cases, management may identify certain assets that 
contribute to the estimated future cash flows of more than one 
CGU.It would be inappropriate to allocate these assets entirely 
to a single CGU. Such assets are referred to as ‘corporate 
assets’ or ‘shared assets’ and may include (for example):

• a headquarters building

• IT equipment

• research centre, or

• corporate or global brands.

Corporate assets therefore need to be incorporated into the 
impairment review at the CGU level – not only to test the asset 
in question (when necessary), but also to test the CGUs that 
benefit from those assets. To do so, the entity should:

• identify corporate assets that relate to the CGU under review,  
  and
• allocate the carrying amount of the corporate assets on a  
   reasonable and consistent basis to the CGU under review (if  
   a reasonable and consistent basis can be identified).

Identify corporate assets that 
relate to the CGU under review

Allocate the corporate assets (if able to do so on a 
reasonable and consistent basis)

Continue with the step-by-step impairment review

Where a portion of the carrying amount of a corporate asset 
cannot be allocated on a reasonable and consistent basis, the
assets are incorporated into the impairment review at a higher 
level and the analysis becomes more complicated. This will be
addressed in a later article.
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Example 1 – Identification and allocation of corporate assets to CGUs
Entity E has four CGUs: A, B, C and D. The carrying amounts of those units do not include goodwill. During the period, 
significant adverse changes in the legal environment in which Entity E operates take place. Entity E conducts impairment tests 
of each of its CGUs in accordance with MFRS 136. At the end of the period, the carrying amounts of CGUs A, B, C and D are 
CU100, CU200, CU300 and CU250, respectively.

The four CGUs all utilise a central office and a shared global brand (carrying amounts of CU100 and CU75, respectively). 
Management of E has determined the relative carrying amounts of the CGUs are a reasonable approximation of the 
proportion of the central office building devoted to each CGU, but the carrying amount of the global brand cannot be 
allocated on a reasonable and consistent basis to the individual CGUs. 

The remaining estimated useful life of CGUs A, B, C and D are 10, 15, 15 and 20 years respectively. The central office has a 
remaining useful life of 20 years and is depreciated on a straight-line basis.

Analysis (ignoring tax effects)
Entity E identifies all corporate assets that relate to the individual CGUs under review (the central office and shared 
global brand).

Entity E concludes the carrying amount of the central office can be allocated on a reasonable and consistent basis to the 
CGUs under review while the carrying amount of the global brand cannot.

Although not the only way to do so, Entity E allocates the carrying amount of the central office to the carrying amount 
of each individual CGU using a weighted allocation basis because the estimated remaining useful life of A’s CGU is 10 
years, whereas the estimated remaining useful lives of B and C’s CGUs are 15 years and D’s CGU is 20 years.

CGU A CGU B CGU C CGU D Total

Carrying amount 100 200 300 250 850

Useful life 10 15 15 20 -

Weighting 1 1.5 1.5 2 -

Carrying amount after weighting 100 300 450 500 1,350

Pro-rata allocation of the central office 7.4% 22.2% 33.3% 37.1% 100%

Allocation of the carrying amount of the central office 
(based on pro-rata above)

7.4 22.2 33.3 37.1 100

Carrying amount (after allocation of the central office) 107.4 222.2 333.3 287.1 950

Practical insight – Allocating 
corporate assets
MFRS 136 provides only limited guidance as to what is 
meant by ‘allocated on a reasonable and consistent basis’ 
for allocation of corporate assets to CGUs or groups of 
CGUs. Judgement is therefore required. This judgement 
will depend on the nature of the asset and should aim to 
reflect the extent to which each CGU benefits from the 
corporate asset. In our view, however, a reasonable and 
consistent basis of allocation should normally be possible 
in most circumstances by taking a pragmatic approach, 
even if the benefits obtained by the CGU are less clear-
cut or observable. the example above shows one such 
pragmatic approach (allocating corporate assets using 
CGUs’ carrying amounts, weighted by their useful lives) 
but several other methods could also be supportable (for 
example, headcount, revenue, floor space or utilisation 
metrics depending on the circumstances).

Practical insight – Corporate assets 
and shared corporate costs in the 
regulatory spotlight
In estimating VIU for a CGU that benefits from a 
corporate asset, an entity must ensure it also allocates 
shared corporate costs relating to that corporate 
asset. A regulatory decision published in the April 2013 
European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) Report 
(ESMA/2013/444) highlights this point whereby an issuer 
did not allocate the costs of corporate officers to the 
individual CGUs on the basis the cash flows benefited 
the company as a whole rather than the individual CGUs 
(highlighting the criterion of independency of cash flows 
when determining the cash inflows and outflows of a 
CGU). In the regulator’s view, the corporate costs were 
cash outflows that were necessarily incurred to generate 
the cash inflows from continuing use of the assets and 
could be allocated on a reasonable and consistent basis 
to the asset. The regulator concluded excluding certain 
corporate costs from the costs allocated to CGUs did not 
comply with the requirements of MFRS 136 and all cash 
outflows had to be included in the cash flow forecasts. 
The corporate costs were cash outflows that, according to 
MFRS 136, were necessarily incurred to generate the cash 
inflows from continuing use of the CGU’s assets and could 
be allocated on a reasonable and consistent basis to the 
CGU.
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It is not possible to determine the recoverable amount of goodwill independently from other assets because goodwill does not 
generate cash flows of its own; rather it contributes to the cash flows of individual CGUs or multiple CGUs. As such, goodwill must 
be allocated to individual CGUs (or groups of CGUs) for the purpose of impairment testing. The guidance in MFRS 136 requires 
the goodwill acquired in a business combination to be allocated to each of the acquirer’s CGUs or groups of CGUs that are 
expected to benefit from the synergies of the combination. Further, the level to which the goodwill is allocated

• must present the lowest level within the entity at which the goodwill is monitored for internal management purposes, and

• not be larger than an operating segment before aggregation as defined by MFRS 8 ‘Operating Segments’.

Defining an operating segment – in accordance with MFRS 8
An operating segment is a component of an entity:

• that engages in business activities from which it may earn revenues and incur expenses (including revenues and expenses  
  relating to transactions with other components of the same entity)

• whose operating results are regularly reviewed by the entity’s chief operating decision maker to make decisions about   
  resources to be allocated to the segment and reassess its performance, and

• for which discrete financial information is available.

An operating segment may engage in business activities for which it has yet to earn revenues, for example, start-up 
operations may be operating segments before earning revenues.

Example 1 – Allocating goodwill acquired in a business combination
Entity A acquires competitor E for CU1M and determines that this new acquiree is a single CGU (E). Entity A performs an 
analysis of its existing business and determines that CGUs B, C and D will all benefit from the acquisition of E and expect 
to realise potential synergies from the transaction. The identifiable net assets of E total CU750,000. Total goodwill from the 
acquisition equals CU250,000 (CU1M – CU750,000).

Analysis (ignoring tax effects)
Because some of Entity A’s existing CGUs are expected to benefit from the synergies of the combination, a portion of the 
goodwill of CU250,000 should be allocated to these CGUs. MFRS 136 provides little guidance on how to do this. However, 
if Entity A is able to estimate how much of the purchase price (and goodwill) relates to expected synergy benefits for its 
existing business, this can provide an initial basis for allocation. For example, if the estimated fair value of E is CU800,000 
(ie excluding acquirer synergies), Entity A may allocate CU50,000 of goodwill to E (CU800,000-CU750,000) and allocate 
the remaining goodwill of CU200,000 between CGUs B, C and D, representing the expected synergies to be generated 
between E, B, C and D.

Allocating goodwill to cash-generating units Allocating goodwill to groups of CGUs
MFRS 136 acknowledges that sometimes goodwill cannot be allocated to individual CGUs on a non-arbitrary basis. It therefore 
allows or requires allocation to groups or clusters of CGUs, subject to the limits noted above. 

If management has a monitoring process for goodwill, MFRS 136 seems to require goodwill to be allocated to the lowest level at 
which it is monitored but limits this to the size of the operating segment before any aggregation. Allocation at such a level means 
goodwill can be monitored using existing reporting systems consistent with the way management monitors its operations.

• individual CGUs

• groups of CGUs forming part of an operating segment before aggregation, or

• groups of CGUs forming an entire operating segment before aggregation.

Practical insight – Allocating goodwill acquired in a business combination
MFRS 136 sets out requirements on the level of allocation and the basis of allocation of goodwill to CGUs or groups of CGUs.

Level of allocation
MFRS 136 offers some flexibility on the level to which goodwill is allocated. The allocation can be to CGUs, or to groups of 
CGUs, provided the level of allocation:

• represents the lowest level within the entity at which the goodwill is monitored, and

• is not larger than an operating segment.

In our experience, the first condition rarely has a practical effect because few entities separately monitor goodwill outside 
the impairment review and external financial reporting process. The impact of the second condition is more varied. In some 
entities, an operating segment may comprise many CGUs while in others, the CGUs and operating segments might be similar 
or even identical. MFRS 136 does not seem to envisage an operating segment could be smaller than a CGU – in our view, this 
is possible in theory but rare in practice.

The basis of allocation
The basis of allocation (the expected synergies from the combination) requires considerable judgement in practice. One 
approach is to perform a ‘pre-combination’ and ‘post-combination’ valuation and use this analysis as a basis to allocate the 
goodwill. Such an analysis may identify the factors that contribute to the synergies expected to arise from the acquisition (eg 
cost savings from economies of scale and reduced overheads or increased revenues from cross-selling opportunities to new 
markets). Others may use the relative carrying values of the CGUs to allocate the goodwill to impacted CGUs.

In our view, the entity should take a practical approach while aiming to arrive at the most representative allocation of goodwill 
to those CGUs that are expected to benefit from the combination. If the requirements in MFRS 136 are overlooked, and 
goodwill is allocated entirely to the acquired business, this can sometimes lead to unnecessary future impairment losses and 
complications (eg when the CGUs are subsequently reorganised or disposed of).
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Example 2 – Limit on the level at which goodwill can be allocated
Entity A manufactures and sells widgets. In year 20X1, it purchases Entity B, Entity C, and Entity D which also produce 
widgets, each in a different part of the world. Entity A recognised goodwill of CU1M with respect to the acquisition of Entity 
B, CU2M with respect to the acquisition of Entity C and CU4M with respect to Entity D, all attributable to the cost-savings 
opportunities from using Entity A’s established centralised functions (purchasing, marketing, human resources). Management 
has identified several CGUs, each of which is a component of one of entities A, B, C and D. The operating segments before 
aggregation for the purposes of MFRS 8 are Entities A, B, C and D as management reporting and resource allocation 
decisions are based on the corporate structure. Goodwill is not separately monitored.

Analysis
Management can choose whether to allocate goodwill among individual CGUs that are expected to benefit from the 
synergies of each combination, or at the level of its four operating segments. If management determines it cannot 
allocate goodwill among its individual CGUs except on an arbitrary basis it should allocate it at the operating segment 
level.

Changes in the allocation of goodwill
For various reasons, the initial allocation of goodwill to CGUs or groups of CGUs may change. Below we discuss these 
circumstances and outline the appropriate accounting for each in accordance with MFRS 136:

Provisional allocation of goodwill
Reallocation of goodwill
• disposal of an operation within a CGU
• reorganisation of the reporting structure

Provisional allocation of goodwill
The initial allocation of goodwill acquired in a business combination should be completed before the end of the annual period in 
which the business combination takes place, if possible. However, if this is not possible, and the accounting is incomplete by the 
end of the reporting period in which the business combination occurs, provisional amounts should be included for the items where 
the accounting is incomplete.

MFRS 3 ‘Business Combinations’ sets out guidance on provisional accounting for a business combination, including a requirement 
to finalise the MFRS 3 accounting within the ‘measurement period’. This period ends as soon as the required information is 
received about facts and circumstances that existed at the acquisition date or learns more information is not available. However, 
it should not exceed twelve months from the acquisition date. In our view, if goodwill has been determined only provisionally in 
accordance with MFRS 3, then that provisional amount should be allocated to CGUs or groups of CGUs if possible (and then 
adjusted as necessary when the MFRS 3 accounting is complete). However, MFRS 136 acknowledges an initial allocation may 
not be possible, in which case the initial allocation should be completed before the end of the first annual period following the 
combination.

In the event the entity is unable to allocate even the provisional amount of goodwill before the end of the period in which the 
combination takes place, it should disclose:

• the amount of unallocated goodwill, and

• the reasons why it remains unallocated.

Example 3 – Compliance with MFRS 136 when an initial allocation of goodwill is not possible

Entity P has acquired a subsidiary (Entity T) on 30 June 20X0 which will be accounted for in accordance with MFRS 3. At the 
reporting date of 31 December 20X0, Entity P has not completed its determination of the acquisition date fair values and 
therefore it cannot finalise its measurement of goodwill (ie the MFRS 3 measurement period remains open and the amounts 
reflected in the consolidated financial statements are stated as provisional). Entity P also concludes it cannot complete the 
initial allocation of the provisional goodwill by 31 December 20X0.

Question

Does Entity P have to carry out an impairment test on the goodwill prior to 31 December 20X0 in accordance with MFRS 136?

Analysis (ignoring tax effects)
When the initial allocation of goodwill has not been made but facts and circumstances indicate the goodwill may be 
impaired (eg an overpayment for the acquisition), Entity P should use reasonable endeavours to ensure the goodwill is 
not carried at an amount above its recoverable amount. This will ensure compliance with the overall principles of MFRS 
136 which require some form of recoverability test to take place. The fact the allocation process remains incomplete 
does not exempt the entity from performing an impairment assessment using the best information available at the time. 
Depending upon the particular facts and circumstances, the form of this test may vary (for example, the entity may need 
to estimate the recoverable amount on an entity-wide basis).

Reallocation of goodwill
Various circumstances may necessitate a reallocation of goodwill among CGUs (or groups of CGUs) including:

• the disposal of an operation to which goodwill has been allocated, and

• the reorganisation of an entity’s reporting structure.

Disposal of an operation within a CGU to which goodwill has been allocated
When goodwill has been allocated to a CGU and the entity disposes of an operation within that unit, the goodwill associated with 
the disposed operation must be:

• included in the carrying amount of the operation when determining the gain or loss on disposal, and

• measured on the basis of the relative values of the operation disposed of and the portion of the CGU retained (unless another     
  method better reflects the goodwill associated with the disposed operation).

Example 4 – Disposal of an operation to which goodwill has been allocated
An entity sells for CU100 an operation that was part of a CGU to which goodwill has been allocated. The goodwill allocated 
to the CGU cannot be identified or associated with an asset group at a level lower than that CGU, except arbitrarily. The 
recoverable amount of the portion of the CGU retained is CU300.

Analysis
Because the goodwill allocated to the CGU cannot be non-arbitrarily identified or associated with an asset group at
a level lower than that CGU, the goodwill associated with the operation disposed of is measured on the basis of the
relative values of the operation disposed of and the portion of the unit retained. Therefore, 25 per cent of the goodwill
allocated to the CGU is included in the carrying amount of the operation that is sold.
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Reorganisation of the reporting structure
When an entity reorganises its reporting structure in a way that changes the composition of one or more CGUs to which goodwill 
has been allocated, the goodwill must be:

• reallocated to the units affected, and

• measured using a relative value approach (again, unless another method better reflects the goodwill associated with the   
  reorganised units).

Example 5 – Reorganisation of the reporting structure
Goodwill had previously been allocated to CGU A. The goodwill allocated to CGU A cannot be identified or associated with a 
lower-level asset group, except arbitrarily. CGU A is to be divided and integrated into three other CGUs: B, C and D.

Analysis
Because the goodwill allocated to CGU A cannot be non-arbitrarily identified or associated with an asset group at a 
lower level, it is reallocated to CGUs B, C and D on the basis of the relative values of the three portions of CGU A before 
those portions are integrated into CGUs B, C and D.

Other methods that may better reflect the goodwill associated with the operation 
disposed of or reorganised
When an entity disposes of part of a CGU to which goodwill has been allocated, MFRS 136 sets out a benchmark ‘relative value’ 
approach for re-apportioning the goodwill within that unit, while also permitting some flexibility. Similar guidance applies when an 
entity reorganises its reporting structure – if the reorganisation changes the composition of one or more CGUs to which goodwill 
has been allocated, the goodwill needs to be reallocated to the affected units.

In our view, an alternative method of reallocation would be appropriate when the relative value approach does not take into 
account relevant differences between reorganised units (because the relative value approach assumes that each CGU has the 
same proportion of goodwill).

For example, assume an entity reorganises from three to two CGUs and the assets and activities of the third CGU (CGU C) are 
integrated with the remaining two (CGUs A and B). CGU C includes allocated goodwill of CU300 which must now be reallocated 
to CGUs A and B. Under the benchmark approach the reallocation would be based on the relative values of the portions of CGU C 
that are integrated into CGUs A and B. However, assume also that the portion of CGU C integrated with CGU A is a manufacturing 
operation and the portion integrated with CGU B is a service-based operation. Using the figures in the table below, the relative 
value basis would result in the allocation of CU150 to CGU A and CU150 to CGU B. The entity may deem it more appropriate 
in this case (given the different nature of the activities integrated into CGUs A and B) to allocate goodwill based on the notional 
goodwill of each portion resulting in an allocation of CU60 to CGU A (100/500*300) and CU240 to CGU B (400/500*300).

On date of reorganisation
Portion of C

integrated
with CGU A

Portion of C
integrated

with CGU B
Total

Fair value of assets 500 200 700

Fair value of portion 600 600 1,200

Notional goodwill 100 400 500
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